4 Year B. Tech Admission Notification No. 01:

It is notified for information of all the concerned that the candidates bearing following application Form Nos. submitted for admission to 4 – Year B. Tech Programme in Electronics & Communication Engineering and Computer Science Engineering, for the session 2012, have been selected provisionally (in Open and Reserved categories), purely on the basis of merit obtained in AIEEE and in Qualifying Examination. The selection of the candidates is subject to the production of original marks certificates (BOSE/CBSC) of qualifying examination together with AIEEE score card, provisional, character, state subject and reserved category certificates for verification. The candidate should submit an affidavit sworn in before a 1st Class Magistrate to the effect that he/she is neither on the rolls of any Institute nor employed in any Govt. /Semi Govt. Department. The concerned candidates are advised to approach the Head, Department of Electronics & IT, University of Kashmir and Director, North Campus, along with the certificates (in original) for completing the required admission formalities latest by 4th August, 2012, failing which their right to admission shall be forfeited and resultant vacancy (ies) shall be filled up from the waiting list. No candidate shall be informed individually regarding his/her provisional selection.

1. ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING (MAIN CAMPUS):
   A) Open Merit:

   FORM Nos: 18973, 19687, 19371, 18938, 18169, 19200, 19209, 19185, 18371, 18695, 18239, 18648, 19186, 18407, 19155.

   B) Reserved Categories:

   FORM Nos: (RBA); 18384, 19296, (SN); 18303, (CDP); 18270, (OSJ); 18151, (WUP); 18467, (SC/ST); 18845, (Sports); 19211, (CGB); 18330, (PHC); 19620.

   Contd. on page- 02
2. **Computer science & engineering (North campus):**

**A) Open Merit:**

*Form Nos:* 18534, 19127, 18079, 19056, 18870, 18743, 19317, 19481, 19071, 18498, 19223, 18188, 18390, 18505, 19579, 18762, 19315, 18687, 18073, 18961, 19277.

**B) Reserved Categories:**

*Form Nos:* (SN); 19210, (RBA); 18276, 18806, 19253, (CDP); 18936, (WUP); 19286, (SC/ST); 19037, 19198, (Sports); 19552, (NCC); 18678.

No: F (DFAST/ Admission--B Tech) KU/2012  
Dated: 27-07-2012

(Prof. M.Y. Shah)  
Dean, Faculty of Applied Sciences & Technology